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2018 Proxy Season Review

2018 Proxy Season Review
Trends and Highlights
— Environmental, Social and Governance Issues Gain Attention and
Support
• Board diversity, accountability and skillsets received heightened investor and
public focus

— Virtual-only Meetings
• New York City Pension Funds to oppose nominating/governance committee
members at S&P 500 companies that held virtual-only meetings in 2018
• Glass Lewis updated voting policy for 2019 to recommend against members
of governance committee at companies that hold virtual-only meetings

2018 Proxy Season Review
— Director Elections
• Median vote support remains high; 7% of directors in R3000 received less
than 75% support (32 received below 50%)

— Corporate Governance Reform and Transparency Act
• Passed U.S. House in Dec. 2017
• Requires proxy advisory firms to register with SEC
• Develop procedures to allow issuers to preview reports and enlarge “window” of time
to respond
• Advisors will be required to hire ombudsman and additional compliance monitors
• Develop written policies to manage conflicts of interest

• May 2018 – Letter to ISS and Glass Lewis from six U.S. senators on Banking
Committee

2018 Proxy Season Review
A Note About Our Sources
The research, data and insights contained in this section of the program
have been pulled from Georgeson’s 2018 Annual Corporate Governance
Review unless otherwise noted.
The 2018 Annual Corporate Governance Review is now available for
download at www.georgeson.com.

2018 Proxy Season Review
Shareholder Proposals
Trends and Highlights in S&P 1500

2018 Proxy Season Review
Say-on-pay

— Average support for say-on-pay proposal at Russell 3000 companies is
90.4%
— As of July 2018, 51 companies in the Russell 3000 failed to achieve
majority support (failed) for say-on-pay proposal, marking an increase
over 2017
— Year over year, ISS generally recommends “against” say-on-pay
proposal at approximately 10-15% of R3000 company annual meetings
— Industries with lower than average say-on-pay support:
• Telecommunication services – 84.2%
• Information technology – 89.5%
• Consumer Discretionary – 89.6%

2018 Proxy Season Review
Say-on-pay

2018 Proxy Season Review
Say-on-pay
The average level of ‘FOR’ support in 2018 was 90%.
S&P 500 vote support levels:
— 11 companies failed (received under 50% of votes cast)
— 22 companies were in the “red zone” (received between 50% - 70%)
— 379 companies received over 90% support
Potential reasons for ISS “against” recommendations:
Misalignment between
pay and company
performance

Shareholder outreach
disclosure

Benchmarking practices

Rigor and
appropriateness of
performance goals

Special awards/megagrants

Non-performance based
equity

Problematic pay
practices

Director Elections
Russell 3000
Over 11,000 director nominees up for election at S&P 1500
companies in the 2018 proxy season
Highlights:
›
›
›

Average ‘FOR’ vote was 96%
Overwhelming majority of directors received over 90% of
votes cast
16 directors received less than 50% of votes cast

Potential reasons for votes against directors:
—
—
—
—

Poor attendance at board and committee meetings
Board accountability concerns (poison pill adoption, unilateral bylaw amendment,
compensation concerns)
Board diversity
Investor vote guidelines related to diversity may cause votes against directors to increase
this upcoming proxy season

2018 Proxy Season Review
CEO Pay Ratio Disclosure
— 2018 introductory year of CEO pay ratio disclosure
• Reported ratios range from 0:1 to over 5,000:1
• Median ratio in Russell 3000: 70:1
• Sectors with highest ratios: Consumer Goods and Services

— Disclosure issues
• Location

— Use of Exceptions
•
•
•
•

De minimis exception widely used
Acquired companies exception occasionally used
Cost of living adjustments rarely used
Data privacy exception almost never used

Shareholder Proposals
—
—
—

Support levels are high with 54% of shareholder proposals receiving above 30%
of votes cast
Majority of proxy season shareholder proposals relate to governance issues
Institutional investors BlackRock, SSGA, Fidelity recently changed voting
policies related to ESG proposals

Looking Ahead:
Governance and Oversight

In 2019, Expect to Hear More About…
Investor Stewardship
— The large asset managers (e.g., Blackrock, SSGA, Vanguard) have embraced
their role as permanent capital and invested resources to more effectively
monitor and engage with companies
— Investor Stewardship Group
— Commonsense Principals 2.0
Proxy Plumbing
— Recent withdrawal by the SEC’s Division of Investment Management of two
2004 letters to proxy advisory firms
— Topics for the SEC’s Proxy Roundtable on November 15 may include: retail
shareholder participation; proxy advisory firms; shareholder proposals; and
voting mechanics

In 2019, Expect to Hear More About…
ESG
—

Changes in voting policies and engagement approach at large institutions will continue to drive higher
voting support levels

—

Record rate of E&S proposal withdrawals in 2018 is also likely to lead to more proposals and more requests
for engagement

—

Likely to see more requests that compensation performance targets include E&S issues

—

ISS has expanded its QualityScore rankings to add social and environmental scores that measure company
E&S disclosures

—

The focus on E&S issues highlights the need to establish robust controls and procedures to support any
company disclosures

Board Oversight & Culture
—

Investors are taking a tougher stance on overboarding and diversity

—

Boards practices and composition will remain a key engagement topic and area for enhanced disclosure

—

Board oversight of corporate culture, human capital management and cybersecurity

Governance: Director Elections
Diversity
—

California has become the first state to mandate board gender diversity (one female director
by end of 2019; by end of 2021, three if total number of directors is 6 or more, otherwise
two)

—

ISS and certain large asset managers have adopted policies to vote against directors at
companies with no female directors

—

NYC Comptroller’s Boardroom Accountability Project 2.0 has resulted in increased
disclosure of skills/qualifications matrices and diversity (on an individual or aggregate basis)

Proxy Access
—

Over two-thirds of the S&P 500 now has proxy access

—

“Fix-it” proposals have not gained traction

Majority Voting Standard
—

90% of S&P 500 have majority voting, but only 33% of R2K do

—

Often the first governance issue raised to smaller companies

Governance: Other Issues
Independent Board Chair
—

While most proposals come from retail investors, E&S proponents also target this topic

Shareholder Right to Call Special Meetings
—

Top governance proposal in 2018, including proposals for initial adoption of right and to
amend an existing right to lower its trigger threshold; All from retail investors

Director Compensation
—

ISS’s policy to recommend against directors at companies that demonstrate “pattern” of
excessive director compensation

Recently Public Companies
—

ISS/GL policies have increased pressure on directors, sooner than in the past, at IPO
companies with “unfriendly” shareholder provisions

Shareholder Proposals
More shareholder rights proposals making the ballot…
—

By the numbers1:

For the first time in recent years, shareholder proposal votes on topics such as special
meeting rights, written consent and proxy access outnumbered votes on climate change,
political activity and sustainability-related proposals

Environmental and Social proposals are effecting change
—

Percentage of ES
proposals withdrawn
compared to 29% in
2017

24%

An increasing number of ES proposals were withdrawn in 2018 vs. 2017

Average support for
ES proposals, up from
21% in 2017 and 19%
in 2015

—

Withdrawals mainly resulted from issuer and proponent engagement, with dialogue
resulting in issuers committing to action

—

Human capital proposals, which increased year-over-year, were a significant portion of
those that resulted in withdrawals – these proposals related to sexual harassment, board
diversity, gender pay and EEO

Environmental topics become mainstream
—

44%

10
Majority-supported ES
proposals in 2018

Proprietary and Confidential

Environmental risks are increasingly considered material by mainstream investors, with a
particular focus on how boards and management teams are overseeing these risks as part
of long-term value creation
1

Source: ISS Voting Analytics; includes all proposals related to environmental issues, diversity, human rights, health & safety, and other related categories. Excludes proposals related to lobbying or political contributions

Social Issues
Political Contributions and Lobbying
— Fewer proposals, reflecting past success of efforts to expand corporate
disclosure
— The next election cycle starts each election day
Human Rights
— Mind your supply chain
Industry Specific Issues
— Fake news; Gun safety; Opioid crisis; Food safety and ingredients
ISS QualityScore Categories
— Human Rights; Labor, Health & Safety; Stakeholder and Society; Product Safety,
Quality & Brand

Environmental Issues
Sustainability Reporting
— 85% of S&P 500 publishes a sustainability report
Efforts continue to mandate disclosure continue, but SEC is unlikely
to take action on its own initiative
— Legislation: Sen. Warren’s “Climate Risk Disclosure Act” (Sept 2018)
— Rulemaking Petition: Request for ESG Disclosures from group of
professors and signed by investors (Oct 2018)
ISS QualityScore Categories
— Management of Environmental Risks and Opportunities; Carbon &
Climate; Natural Resources; Waste & Toxicity

Activism
 Record number of campaigns launched globally in the first
half of 2018
 Nearly 80% of resolved requests for board representation
settled in the first half of the year, up from 60% in the
same time period of 2017
 Increasing ownership by passive institutions continues to
drive activism trends and outcomes

1H2017

1H2018

193
67
107

235
100
167

Campaigns launched at
U.S. companies1
Settlements at U.S.
companies2
Board seats won at U.S.
companies2

Key Trends
Growth of Global Activism
 Several of this season’s most
prominent situations – Third Point
/ Nestlé, Elliott / Telecom Italia
and Hyundai, Starboard /
Mellanox – took place overseas
 Trian is reportedly raising $1.3B
for a U.K.-listed fund, with the
intention of targeting a European
company

1
2

Increased Nexus Between
Activism & M&A
 Whether pushing for a spin-off or
sale of the company, or
advocating for or against a
previously signed deal, activism is
becoming more prevalent in M&A
situations

Source: SharkRepellent – economic activism campaigns
Source: Activist Insight, “The Activist Investing First Half Review 2018”

Actives Becoming More
Activist
 Active managers are responding
by becoming more aggressive,
sometimes pushing publicly for
changes themselves
 D.E. Shaw, Neuberger Berman,
and AllianceBernstein are among
the funds that have shown
increased willingness to take
action

Activists Embrace
Sustainability
 Traditional activists have been
increasingly vocal about the
importance of sustainability
 JANA and ValueAct launched
sustainability-focused investment
vehicles
 Board gender diversity has been a
key factor in recent campaigns
and will become increasingly
integrated into activism
campaigns

Looking Ahead:
Disclosure and Other
Developments

2018 Form 10-K
What’s New
—
—
—

Other Focus Areas

— Cybersecurity disclosure
— Risk Factors – cybersecurity, privacy,
trade/tariffs and tax reform, among
Disclosure update and simplification
other updates
Cover page changes
— Impact of upcoming accounting
standards changes
— Final disclosure under SAB 118
regarding completion of accounting for
TCJA
— Auditor report – preparing for CAMs
disclosure
Smaller reporting company
definition

New Thresholds to Initially Qualify as a SRC

— A company with a public float under $250m is a SRC regardless of its
revenues
— SEC estimates that 966 additional companies will qualify (365 of which
are now EGCs)
— Companies with between $75 million and $250 million of public float
can now be both SRCs and accelerated filers

Overview of Scaled Disclosures for SRCs
— The amendments do not change the scaled disclosure
accommodations available to SRCs in Regulations S-K and S-X
— SRCs can elect on an item-by-item basis whether to take advantage of
scaled disclosure
— SRCs must, however, comply with the potentially more stringent
disclosure requirement relating to related person transactions
— Eligible SRCs using Form S-1 can incorporate by reference information
filed prior and subsequent to the effectiveness of the Form S-1

Disclosure Update and Simplification – Impact on
Form 10-K (1 of 4)
Item 1 – Business
—

—

—
—

No longer required to include in the Business section a discussion of (1)
financial information about segments or (2) financial information about
geographic areas
No longer required to include in the Business section a discussion of
company- and customer-sponsored R&D activities (but such information
continues to be disclosed under GAAP)
All companies, not just accelerated filers and large accelerated filers, must
now disclose their Internet addresses, if one exists
No longer required to include the street address or telephone number of
the SEC’s Public Reference Room (but still required to include the SEC’s
website)

Disclosure Update and Simplification – Impact on
Form 10-K (2 of 4)
Item 1A – Risk Factors
— Confirm that appropriate risk factor disclosure is provided for the
following areas where Regulation S-K was recently amended to
eliminate certain overlapping disclosures:
• risks attendant to foreign operations
• restrictions on payment of dividends

Disclosure Update and Simplification – Impact on
Form 10-K (3 of 4)
Item 5 – Market For Registrant’s Common Equity, Related Stockholder
Matters and Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities
—
—

Must now include the company’s ticker symbol(s) on its principal markets
When the company’s principal market is a stock exchange or OTC, no longer
need to provide two-plus years of high and low price information
• When there is no established public trading market, must still report high and low bid
prices

—

No longer required to include in this section information on cash dividends paid
in last two-plus years or restrictions on payment of dividends
• Information on restrictions will be provided in the financial statements
• Companies that want to highlight their return of capital to investors, may continue to
include some disclosure on dividends here or in MD&A

Disclosure Update and Simplification – Impact on
Form 10-K (4 of 4)
Item 7 – MD&A
— Where appropriate to an understanding of a company’s business,
include MD&A discussion by geographic area

Item 15 – Exhibits
— The following exhibits are no longer required:
•
•
•
•

Statement re: computation of per share earnings
Statement re: calculation of ratios (including ratio of earnings to fixed charges)
Published reports regarding security holder voting matters
Invitations for competitive bids

Proxy Statement for 2019 Annual Meeting
What’s New

Other Focus Areas

— Updated/New C&DIs for proxy rules
and proxy statements

— Continued enforcement interest in
perquisites
— Section 162(m) disclosure post-Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act
— Director qualification and board
diversity disclosure
— Environmental, social and governance
(ESG) disclosure
— Board oversight of cybersecurity risks
— Second year of pay ratio disclosure

• Discretionary authority to cumulate
votes
• Preliminary proxy statement for nonRule 14a-8 shareholder proposals
• No preliminary proxy statement solely
for corporate name change
• Proxy statement instructions for certain
issuances of securities
• Can omit certain individuals and groups
from new plan benefits table
• Impact of elimination of preemptive
rights from a security

Virtual Shareholder Meetings
— Increasing number of companies are holding virtual meetings
• During the first six months of 2018, 212 companies held virtual meetings,
compared to 180 during the same period in 2017

—
—

Many shareholders are concerned about or critical of this trend
Glass Lewis voting guidelines change in 2019
• Generally recommend voting against members of governance committee if
meeting will be held on a virtual-only basis unless the proxy statement
contains robust disclosure assuring shareholders that they will have the same
rights and opportunities to participate as they would at an in-person meeting

Director Compensation
—

Increased focus on “excessive” director compensation
• Several shareholder suits have been threatened or brought, many against smaller
companies
• Beginning in 2019, ISS will recommend against directors who approve excessive director
compensation for two or more consecutive years without a compelling rationale

—

Standard of judicial review under Delaware law
• Default standard for review of director compensation is “entire fairness,” which requires
Board to prove fair process and fair result
• The Business Judgment Rule can instead apply under the “ratification defense” if the
specific compensation was approved by a vote of fully-informed, uncoerced and
disinterested stockholders
• Plans that only include general parameters for awards and allow director discretion do
not qualify for the ratification defense when a stockholder adequately alleges that
discretion was exercised inequitably

—

Punchline: “Meaningful limits” do not guarantee BJR review, but may still be
worthwhile

You’ll Never Believe What
Happened After We Filed
Our Proxy Statement

The Tale of Two Issuers
Say-on-pay Proposal
— The first company – Polly Poormouth Inc. – got 63% vote support
— The second company – Dudley Do-Right Inc. – got 96% vote support
• Why were there two such divergent results?

— Let’s look at the specifics

Issuer #1 – Polly Poormouth Inc.
Scenario: “Really, ISS recommended Against our Say-on-pay
Proposal?”
— Issuer had elevated CEO pay and sustained TSR underperformance.
They also set incentive opportunities at high levels. Despite this
misalignment, the company undertook little to no preparation to
consider an escalation strategy for the proxy solicitation.
— Upon receiving the draft ISS report showing a negative
recommendation, chaos ensued.

Issuer #1 – Polly Poormouth Inc.
— Immediate considerations:
• ISS draft report… any factual inaccuracies? What is the basis for their
recommendation against? Any chance of changing the recommendation with
additional color or disclosure? What’s the impact? What impact will the
recommendation have on investors’ voting decisions? Ramifications of a low
vote after the fact? What will Glass Lewis do?

— Immediate action items:
• Hire proxy solicitor. Our recommendations included:
• Create institutional investor proxy contact list and a vote projection.
• Consider use of an engagement deck as supplemental proxy material.
• Begin preparations for outreach with institutional investors – socialize issues with
board and consider requesting Compensation Committee Chair participation on calls.
• Prepare for retail solicitation (registered and NOBO).

Issuer #1 – Polly Poormouth Inc.
Action Plan
— Advice on institutional investor outreach included the following:
• Research on each investor to understand how they voted for this issuer last
year, including:
• The percentage of times each investor votes FOR say on pay overall, and
• How often each investor is in line with ISS when they recommend against.
• Institutional investor profile pages regarding say-on-pay voting guidelines and
proxy solicitor experience dealing with the investor. How much is this investor
influenced by ISS/Glass Lewis? What metrics/pay practices do they like?
Dislike? Who are the best governance investor contacts? Biographical
information on each?

Issuer #1 – Polly Poormouth Inc.
• Assistance determining who from the company should participate on calls
• Guidance on developing talking points.
• Consider using an investor deck, filed with SEC, as additional solicitation
materials. Provide relevant samples that illustrate how other issuers dealt with
similar circumstances.

— Prep session with participants anticipating questions and concerns from
investors.

Issuer #1 – Polly Poormouth Inc.
Lessons Learned
— ISS recommended AGAINST for reasons that the issuer should have
anticipated.
• HIGH CONCERN = opportunity to prepare.

— A clear, concise supplemental filing can greatly aid in the institutional
investor outreach process. Don’t bash ISS.
— Don’t assume your friends will vote FOR.
• #1 investor (> 10% of o/s), while historically a strong supporter of the
company, still voted against on the night before the meeting.

Issuer #1 – Polly Poormouth Inc.
— Last minute escalation resulted in confusion.
• A strong, capable advisor can assist in prioritizing and organizing. The triage
of what we should and should not do is crucial.

— Consider the implications of a poor vote so you can properly prepare
the board and set reasonable expectations.
— The red zone result (<70% of votes cast in favor for ISS and <75% of
votes cast in favor for Glass Lewis), requires significant effort over the
following year to illustrate Compensation Committee responsiveness
and avoid larger problems in the next subsequent annual meeting.

Issuer #2 – Dudley Do-Right Inc.
Scenario: “ISS may have some concerns, let’s be ready for it.”
— Months prior to proxy filing, worked with compensation consultant to
model PFP alignment
• Considered all three prongs of ISS methodology; (i) Relative Alignment, (ii)
Multiple of Median, and (iii) Absolute Pay/TSR alignment. Also considered the
Financial Performance Assessment.
• Results were projected to yield “Low Concern” on all three tests, but issuer
was very close to “Medium Concern” on RDA and Absolute Alignment.
Furthermore, Financial Performance Assessment was going to be poor.
• Peer group was also an estimate – used same ISS peer group from prior year,
where 3 peers were acquired or no longer public and most current peers have
not yet filed 2018 proxies that discuss FY2017 pay (data lag).

Issuer #2 – Dudley Do-Right Inc.
— Compensation program facts
•
•
•
•

3 year pay at 38th percentile of ISS peers
3 year TSR performance last among ISS peers
CEO pay is 1.6x the peer median
Stock price ~half the value compared to IPO and CEO comp spiked due to
sign-on equity awards granted to new CEO
• Projected in bottom quartile for relative performance of each: EBITDA Growth,
ROIC, ROA and ROE

Issuer #2 – Dudley Do-Right Inc.
Action Plan
Consider pay story from the perspective of a Qualitative Review and
potential recommendation against:
— Drafted CD&A to anticipate criticism from investors and proxy advisors
alike:
• We are in a “transformational year” with structural and leadership changes.
• Completed a strategic review that best positions us for success.
• How our compensation program is aligned with our business strategy.

Issuer #2 – Dudley Do-Right Inc.
— Undertook significant effort to plan an escalation strategy for the
solicitation in the event of a recommendation AGAINST from ISS:
• Drafted an engagement deck prior to proxy filing.
• Analyzed investor base to identify institutions most likely to listen to our story.
• Created a vote projection with multiple scenarios so mgmt. and board would
have reasonable expectations.
• Prepared institutional investor profile pages to better understand proxy vote
decision-making.
• Held prep sessions with management team and Chair of Compensation
Committee to become familiar with cadence of the discussion and fine tune
talking points.

Issuer #2 – Dudley Do-Right Inc.
Lessons Learned
— Anticipating how investors and proxy advisors are going to view your
pay story gives you time to incorporate meaningful and substantive
explanations into the CD&A.
• Why are we in the situation we are in? Provide context to TSR
underperformance or increased CEO pay.
• How does our compensation program fit into the business strategy and incent
performance properly?
 In our view, the reason ISS did not recommend AGAINST is because issuer
successfully told their story in the CD&A.

Issuer #2 – Dudley Do-Right Inc.
— Developing a detailed escalation strategy avoids chaos and confusion.
Can create opportunities for improved institutional investor and proxy
advisory firm relationships.
• Follow up investor engagement helping to build credibility and goodwill with
investors; these can potentially be leveraged for a time in the future when we
might need their vote.

— Compensation Committee, and full board, are much more in tune with
investor expectations.
• This knowledge was gained in “peace time” as opposed to a frenetic response
to a negative recommendation.

Two Different Timelines:
Preparation Makes the Difference
Chaos ensues
Polly Poormouth

Approx. 2 weeks between ISS rec. and meeting
Engage proxy solicitor
Review ISS report for factual inaccuracies, opportunities for
rebuttal
Discuss and debate merits of using a supplemental filing

Dudley Do-Right

Draft engagement deck and talking points
Update comp committee on developments and
request chair participation on investor calls

Begin drafting CD&A

Prep call/meeting to have a dry run of presentation

PreMail Date

Model PFP alignment
Draft CD&A taking into
consideration potential
investor/proxy advisor
criticisms
Say-on-pay vote
projection

ISS
Recommendation

Mail
Date

Begin drafting
engagement
deck and talking
points; final
before proxy
mail date

Update board and
socialize
engagement
strategy with
management and
comp committee
chair

Presentation
dry run prep
call

Initiate invitations to
select institutional
investors

Meeting
Date

Engagement deck
filed as
supplemental
proxy material

Prepared to initiate comprehensive
escalation strategy if ISS came out
AGAINST

Institutional investor
engagement window
begins

FINAL VOTE

63%

96%

Polly
Dudley DoPoormouth
Right

How to Approach Your Next
Proxy Statement (and Perhaps
Avoid Some Surprises)

Letter from the Board of Directors

Source: 2018 Proxy Statement (pg. 2-3)

Letter from the Chairman
 FTI Consulting leads its proxy statement with a letter
from their independent Chairman, who discusses the
hiring of a new CEO, FTI’s transformation as a
company, and actions taken to respond to shareholder
feedback

Source: 2018 Proxy Statement (unnumbered)

Board Leadership Structures
Gilead Sciences 2018 Proxy Statement

 Discloses a strong list of responsibilities for their
Lead Independent Director with detailed descriptions
grouped into an easy to read format
Allstate 2018 Proxy Statement

Board Qualifications & Director Bios
 Bios provide information on each directors’ qualifications for committee assignments, in addition to individual skills and
qualifications
Target 2018 Proxy Statement

Allstate 2018 Proxy Statement

Board Evaluation Process
 Graphic representation to highlight the board and
committee evaluation process and a table to illustrate
key assessment topics

Source: 2018 Proxy Statement (pg. 27-28)

Board Evaluation Process
 Tables provide detailed information on evaluations of the board and respective committees, including participants,
frequency, process and results

Source: 2018 Proxy Statement (pg. 27-28)

Board Oversight of Strategy
 Strong disclosure on how the Board and committees
work with management to oversee business strategy
within the Governance section of the proxy
Walgreens 2018 Proxy Statement (pg. 28)

 Oversight of strategy is named as a key Board
responsibility, with accompanying disclosure on how
the Board performs this oversight
Coca-Cola 2018 Proxy Statement (pg. 27)

Board Oversight of Human Capital Management
 Discusses human capital management in the Corporate Governance section of the proxy
 Outlines focus areas under four categories, including diversity, compensation, talent development and benefits

Source: 2018 Proxy Statement (pg. 24-25)

Board Oversight of Human Capital Management
 Connects human capital management to business strategy and customer service
 References senior leadership and the active role that the CHRO has in overseeing human capital management

Source: 2018 Proxy Statement (pg. 33)

Board Oversight of Corporate Culture
 Utilizes a graphic to highlight the
Board’s oversight of various company
initiatives including the firm’s cultural
expectations and code of conduct

Source: 2018 Proxy Statement (pg. 34)

Investor Stewardship Group Principles Alignment
 Prudential discloses how it adheres to
the Investor Stewardship Group’s
Corporate Governance Principles in the
Corporate Governance section of its
2018 proxy statement

Source: 2018 Proxy Statement (pg. 20)

CD&A Disclosure Best-Practices
McKesson 2018 Proxy Statement

•
•
•
•

Streamlined and organized format makes CD&A easy to read
Comprehensive section on shareholder engagement and program changes (pg. 32)
Realizable pay graph to demonstrate alignment of pay with recent financial performance (pg. 35)
Strong disclosure around target rigor when goals are set at or below prior years’ goals (pg. 37)
Chevron 2018 Proxy Statement

•
•
•

Succinct, effective executive summary (pg. 31-35)
Detailed and organized annual plan disclosure, with helpful table laying out performance
measures, performance against plan and results (pg. 38-41)
Peer group disclosure clearly highlights Chevron's place in the market and how it uses peer
groups to inform pay decisions (pg. 36-37)
Exelon 2018 Proxy Statement

•
•
•

Strong disclosure of link between strategic priorities and metric selection (pg. 46)
Clear and understandable display of annual plan metrics, targets and results (pg. 55)
Easy-to-read graphic on how performance periods and metrics work for the Performance Share
Unit portion of the long-term plan (pg. 56)

AT&T 2018 Proxy Statement

•
•
•

Strong disclosure on changes made to compensation program and rationale (pg. 57)
Elements of Total Direct Compensation table is easy to read and describes link to strategy (pg. 58)
Clear description of NEO pay outcomes and rationale (pg. 66-70)

Environmental & Social Integration
 Provides overview of sustainability governance, including board oversight
 Detail on sustainability strategy, priorities and performance highlights

Source: 2018 Proxy Statement (pg. 13-15)

Environmental & Social Integration

Source: 2018 Proxy Statement (pg. 25)

Key Takeaways and Action
Items

Takeaways and Action Items
—

Consider providing enhanced voluntary disclosure about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

—
—
—

Long-term business strategy
Qualifications and diversity of your directors
Relationship of compensation programs to long-term strategy
Risk oversight, including with regard to cybersecurity
Sustainability and other social issues (including workplace diversity)
Succession planning
Board evaluation processes
Audit committee oversight of independent auditor

Strengthen controls and procedures, including with respect to cybersecurity,
social media, perquisites and environmental and social disclosures
Evaluate approach to director compensation
Assess whether changes in workforce and/or compensation warrant reevaluation
of median employee for pay ratio disclosures
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